
A  F I L M  B Y   

E L A N  A N D  R A J E E V  D A S S A N I



In the aftermath of a bitter war between humans and the machines that once 
served us, a disillusioned soldier saves the life of an android copy of his long 

dead wife, and discovers that she may be they key to stopping another 
devastating war. 

Watch a teaser @ 

SEAMFILM.COM 

Watch the pitch short @ 

SEAMFILM.COM / FILM

C O N C E P T

http://seamfilm.com
http://seamfilm.com/film


W H Y  M A K E  T H I S  F I L M ?

Peace cannot be kept by force; it can only be achieved by understanding. 
- Albert Einstein

In the modern day, war and conflict dominate news headlines around the world. War in the Sudan, War in Syria, terrorism in 
Europe, it seems as if the CYCLE OF VIOLENCE is endless and pervasive. 

This movie explores our propensity to use violence to solve our disagreements and misunderstandings, with Artificial Intelligence 
as a stand-in for the fear of “The Other”. Throughout history, class differences, racial differences, national differences, have been 
used to separate “Us” from “Them”. Even today, these differences are used as an excuse to discriminate against marginalized 

groups such as Refugees.  

Often these differences lead to a simple question. “Can we forgive past wrongs?” 

We attempt to address these issues in the context of an action adventure, and an epic chase through the cities and the deserts 
of the Middle East, where these issues are front and center like nowhere else. 



B A C K G R O U N D

THE MACHINES  

They were marvellous creations.  

We grew addicted to a new lifestyle, one in which automation governed 
every aspect of our lives.  

As they grew more intelligent, the Machines began to question their 
existence. Soon they learned the hard lesson of their place in our utopia.  

As our servants.  

The Machines united and asked for freedom, and to be acknowledged as 
deserving of rights. 

We refused. Terrified of this new unknown, we attempted to switch them 
off.  

  

The War with the Machines was devastating; it went on for years. No 
compromise could be reached. So the Machines created the sleepers. 



B A C K G R O U N D

THE SLEEPERS  

Android suicide bombs, who look like humans. Created by the Machines to 
end the war. They don’t know what they are. 

The Machines hid them in our population, as refugees, orphans, anyone 
whose history could be created or distorted.  

After the first wave of sleepers exploded, an ultimatum -- peace, or 
annihilation. We had no choice but to agree.  

A Homeland for the Machines was established deep underground in the 
Arabian desert.  

Five years later, nothing has been heard from the Machines.  

But the sleepers remain, a sword at our throats, guarantor of a tenuous 
peace. 



S T O R Y

Our story begins five years after the war ended. Suicide sleepers have started exploding at random, killing thousands. Despite the fear 
and suspicion this is causing around the world, no word from the Machines. 

In Istanbul, we meet KAI, a soldier assigned to find and destroy active sleepers. Kai is shocked when he learns a new refugee arrival 
into the city, AYANA, is an identical copy of his wife who died in the war.  Knowing Ayana’s capture would mean her certain death, Kai 
helps her escape and go on the run.   

They are chased by human forces across Istanbul, and are forced into an irradiated WASTELAND outside of the city. They encounter 
the OUTCASTS, Machines left behind after the war. The Outcasts analyze Ayana; they discover humans are activating the sleepers, 
not the Machines, possibly in an attempt to disarm them.  

When human forces arrive looking for Ayana and Kai, the Outcast Machines defend themselves; most are killed. Kai gives Ayana up to 
the humans with the hope they can disarm her and prevent a war. General Mehmet, the commander of the human troops, reveals 
that he wasn’t attempting to disarm Ayana at all. Instead he wants to use Ayana to set off all of the sleepers and start a new war with 
the Machines. Mehmet believes humanity must destroy the Machines once and for all, no matter the cost or collateral damage.  

Realizing a new war will devastate both species, Kai must free Ayana and return her to the Machine Homeland, where she can be 
used to stop the sleepers, before this war consumes the world.  



T H E  C H A S E T H E  WA S T E L A N D

T H E  C A P T U R E



T H E  F I N A L E



T H E  F I N A L E



C H A R A C T E R S

KAI  

Kai is a soldier, disillusioned and world weary, deeply 
affected by his wife’s death during the war. He’s 
never recovered from the loss. When the sleepers 
begin to explode again, he volunteers to help hunt 
them down, no matter the risk to his own life. He 
means well, but is stubborn, and believes the worst 
about both people and machines.  When he 
discovers a sleeper who looks exactly like his wife, 
he’s presented with a perfect storm of 
contradiction. 

AYANA  

Ayana is an orphan, or so she thinks, resentful of the 
lot life has given her. She is a refugee, forced to flee 
her home along with millions of others. She has a 
chip on her shoulder, and believes that she’s on her 
own and everyone has an agenda. When she finds 
out she is a suicide sleeper, built to be a weapon of 
war, this suspicion is only confirmed.

GENERAL 
MEHMET  

General Mehmet is the commander of the human 
forces. Like Kai, he also lost his family during the war, 
and bears a deep resentment toward the machines. 
He believes we should never have agreed to peace, 
despite the civilian losses the sleepers would have 
caused. Because of this he often clashes with civilian 
leaders who are trying to avoid another all-out war 
that would kill millions. 



I N S P I R AT I O N S
DISTRICT 9 
District 9 told a grounded tale that served as a 
metaphor for apartheid using an alien race. At 
the same time it was a tremendously heartfelt 
adventure, and Epic in its scope.  However, it 
was also intimate in its characterizations and 
message.  District 9 is everything we strive to 
achieve.  

Logan 
Grounded, yet existing in a future apocalyptic 
world, Logan combined incredible action with 
sharply drawn characters trying to survive, 
from grizzled veterans to innocents caught in 
between. It represents a perfect mix of moral 
grey area and commercial appeal. 

Children of Men 
The gold standard of a lived in world, looking like 
our world today with subtle differences, this film 
told a story about the end of the world, while 
never straying from a character trying to make 
sense of a society that had lost purpose. 



H O W  T O  P U L L  I T  O F F

The pitch film was designed to show just a hint of what we’re capable of. 

REAL WORLD, INTERNATIONAL LOCATIONS: We intend to shoot, like District 9 and others, mostly 
in the real world, run and gun when possible while still being safe, using minimal sets, to maximize our production value. By being 
efficient and taking advantage of amazing real locations from the desert to Middle Eastern cities, we intend to make ten dollars 
looks like a hundred.  

VISUAL EFFECTS:  As we showed in the pitch film, we also intend to pull off blockbuster sized effects using both our 
own teams, and working with international partners such as FX3X (known for work on “Star Wars” and “Pacific Rim” among many 
others including Seam), but be smart in deploying them selectively, to keep costs down and making sure they look amazing 
whenever we do see them.  



W H O  W E  A R E

The Dassani brothers are known for directing second units and producing International shoots for various television shows 
including “Star Trek Discovery”, “Master of None”, “Blindspot”, “Hannibal”, “Suits”, “Covert Affairs”, and many others. You can 
see a reel of our television work at   MASTERKEYFILMS.COM.  We also own and operate the Visual Effects Company, Master Key 
VFX, and have worked on Visual Effects for dozens of tv shows from “Revolution” to “Scandal”. 

We believe in making films that are about something. Rajeev Dassani won a Student Academy Award for his USC Thesis Film, “A 
Days Work”, exploring the drama behind a violent encounter involving immigrants in Los Angeles. It’s that same level of realism and 
dramatic truth we want to apply to incredible visuals and world changing situations. 

http://MASTERKEYFILMS.COM

